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they did succeed in business or other occupations independently of men, they did so by 
physical attraction or the like. Isajiw’s (1999) findings were consistent with Burnet’s 
(1986) findings. He noted that in the 1970s, the ideology of women began to slowly 
change as more women began to participate in the labor force, as the number of single 
mothers increased, as more women got higher education, as the feminist movement began 
to be heard more often and as the legal system in Canada began to be more responsive to 
women’s issues. However, “this does not mean that all these stereotypes o f women have 
disappeared” (p. 152).
Balakrishnan and Hou (1999) studied the socio-economic integration of minority 
groups in larger societies as well as problems of discrimination they might face in the 
housing and labor market. They concluded that the rapid growth of ethnic and racial 
minorities through immigration would increase their concentration and segregation from 
major groups. “The premise is that rapid and substantial increase of such immigrants will 
stimulate negative attitudes toward them. They may be seen as a threat to employment 
opportunities and a strain on local services and welfare systems” (Balakrishnan and Hou, 
1999, p. 117).
The hostility from majority groups resulted in high rates of unemployment for 
members of minority groups. Isajiw (1999) noted the problem of finding work for 
immigrants, based upon the Canadian government’s own research report,                 
               	    )   	     	          	           #        	                             ) 	  	         
         	  (1974). It was a longitudinal study of immigrants in Canada to ascertain how 
well they adjust after arrival. The study found that the average length o f time required for 
finding a job was four weeks or more (Isajiw, 1999, p. 94). Immigrants who were less
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educated experienced the greatest amount of unemployment. However, more highly 
educated immigrants also suffered from great status dislocation. Among those who had 
higher education, “problems with acceptance and recognition of qualifications meant that 
they suffered a good deal more unemployment during their first year or two of residence 
in Canada than a comparable groups of native Canadians” (Isajiw, 1999, p. 95).
Among all immigrants, skilled immigrants were regarded as the most threatening 
group. Esses, Jackson, Nolan and Armstrong (1999) tested economic threat and attitudes 
toward immigrants in Canada. Their findings revealed that competition for jobs from 
skilled immigrants caused unfavorable attitudes toward them and toward immigration in 
general, because skilled immigrants might be seen as threatening and undesirable. Survey 
analysis suggested a persistent concern that immigrants would often take jobs away from 
Canadians, and many Canadians still believed that immigration increased unemployment 
among people already living in Canada. Analysis indicated that, in general, increased 
unemployment was related to less favorable attitudes toward the current level of 
immigration. In addition, the combination of higher unemployment and a higher 
proportion of visible minority immigrants in the region were especially predictive of 
unfavorable attitudes toward the level of immigration (Esses et al., 1999, p. 217). This 
suggests, “In times of high unemployment, the salience, or visibility, of immigrants who 
may compete for jobs increases the tendency to perceive immigration as increasing 
unemployment. As a result, attitudes toward the current level of immigration become less 
favorable” (Esses et al., 1999, p. 217).
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Immigrant Teachers in Education
This study focuses on immigrant teachers. However, there is relatively little 
literature on visible minority teachers in the post-secondary education field. Most studies 
were about teachers in primary, secondary, or ESL schools. Although one cannot assume 
that findings will be identical among visible minority immigrants employed in different 
educational sectors, the studies discussed in the following section indicate the prevalence 
of certain issues such as integration and assimilation experiences, struggles, and the 
personal emotional impact of individuals’ experiences.
 5 	 	  	       	  "     	                            #    '           	      '   
One of the major concerns in education in recent years has been how to recruit 
and attract more visible minority teachers to the profession in order to adapt to the 
increasingly multicultural school population. Some studies (Thiessen, Basica & Goodson, 
1996; Gordon, 2000) have indicated that immigrants and native-born members of 
minority groups were not entering teaching as a profession. Gordon (2000) discusses a 
study undertaken in the United States, in which he conducted in-depth interviews with 
over two hundred individuals from four ethnic groups: African Americans, Native 
Americans, Asian Americans and Latinos in the United States, most of whom were 
teachers or educational professionals. They expressed their attitudes towards teaching and 
their understanding of why members of visible minorities might not be selecting teaching 
as a career. The findings indicated that the most important factor for African Americans, 
Latinos and Native Americans, but not for Asian Americans, was inadequate academic 
preparation. Gordon (2000) pointed out that Asian immigrants reflected a contrasting 
scenario of high rates o f college completion but low interest in teaching. They tended not
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to be encouraged to enter this profession by their own families, communities, and peers. 
Gordon (2000) concluded that there were eight factors that led to Asian American 
resistance to teaching as a career:
1. Lack of encouragement from parents and community.
2. Less prestige, less income and less stability.
3. Fear of working outside one’s comfort zone.
4. Fear of a lack of respect for teachers.
5. Inability to communicate with students and constraints on behavior in 
classrooms.
6. Fear o f the overwhelming nature of the task and losing face before students.
7. Fear o f multiple responsibilities both for students’ academic and their social
lives.
8. Lack of proficiency in English.
Gordon (2000) argued the source of these attitudes causing hesitancy toward teaching as 
a career was embedded in Oriental culture. In particular, with respect to respondents of 
Chinese origin, cultural factors were relevant. He notes the high regard for teaching and 
the standards set by Chinese culture for teachers. Gordon (2000) found that “this was not 
simply hesitancy on the part of youth who have not had adequate experience educating 
others; rather, informants claimed that the title of teacher had to be reserved for those 
who neared perfection” (Gordon, 2000, p. 66).
 2 	                  	     	   
For those immigrants who were recruited in education fields, most of them 
struggled very hard for integration (Thiessen, Basica & Goodson, 1996; Loo and Chun,
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2002). Integration involved the integration of a wide variety of societal factors, equal 
participation in society, and related factors. Concern over integration was viewed as a 
significant problem for many minority teachers, not only immigrants from other countries 
but also native-born visible minority members. They always felt isolated from other peer 
teachers and sensed unjust treatment in schools (Thiessen, Basica & Goodson, 1996).
Thiessen, Basica and Goodson (1996) examined the lives and careers o f racial 
minority teachers and their struggle to negotiate their differences in the workplace. Like 
many immigrants, their concerted efforts to integrate into Canadian society did not 
overcome a persistent sense of    and  	     Thiessen et al. (1996) noted that the 
immigrant teachers they interviewed did not want anyone to consider that the main reason 
they had a career or were judged competent at it was because of certain features of their 
lives, namely their immigrant status, ethnicity, or race. They were confronted with unjust 
behaviors based on race, ethnicity, or immigrant status. However, they employed 
strategies such as ignoring, avoiding, or walking away from inappropriate acts.
Jacobs, Cintron and Canton (2002) interviewed visible minority teachers in the 
United States. One of the interviewees who was an Asian immigrant and now a director 
in an Asian Studies program at a university, recalled that in her earlier days as an 
immigrant “I felt totally lost, incompetent, and dysfunctional” (Jacobs, Cintron and 
Canton, 2002, p. 129). She was encouraged later by the realization that she benefited 
from knowing two languages and two cultures. As for this interviewee (2002), culture 
therapy was the way to help her integrate into the new society. At the heart of culture 
therapy was the realization that there had to be an acceptance of the self-based on a 
profound historical and cultural knowledge of one’s own family (Jacobs, Cintron and
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Canton, 2002). “My mind was opened when I read about cultural therapy as a means to 
increase our understanding of value conflicts and resolve such conflicts” (Jacobs, Cintron 
and Canton, 2002, p. 138).
 +    '           	           	       '   
There has been some research on immigrant teachers’ experiences in other 
countries. As the world became more and more like a global village, there were many 
immigrants all over the world, and their experiences living and working abroad were very 
informative. Loo and Chun (2002) presented the cases of eight Asian immigrant faculty 
members who fought a denial of tenure or promotion at their academic institutions and 
won. Tenure meant that faculty had a permanent position with that university and could 
not be fired without cause. Teaching, research, and service were generally the three areas 
upon which promotion and tenure were based. If professors failed to publish original 
research, they could expect to be denied tenure, which entailed losing one’s job. Loo and 
Chun (2002) interviewed eight Asian American faculty members and found that “Asian 
American have been taught to believe that academic achievement is the ticket to success” 
(Loo and Chun, 2002, p. 96). Therefore, some respondents expressed their 
disappointment when they found that their record didn’t mean anything, or even what 
they had done for the university was questioned (Loo and Chun, 2002, p. 97).
Minami, an attorney who represented several Asian American professors in 
discrimination cases, made this observation:
The academic institution is not immune from political considerations in tenure 
decisions ... among my Asian American clients in these situations; I have noticed 
a common attitude. Invariably, they believe in the merit system: If you work
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hard, you will be duly rewarded. When faced with an adverse decision based on 
something other than merit, they have difficulty accepting that reality. All too 
often, they never understand that politics and racism may have as much to do with 
a particular decision as merit. (Yagi & Minami, 1990, p. 85)
These studies suggested that the academic workplace could be a difficult work 
environment for minority group members. Turner, Myers and Cresswell (1999) 
conducted a survey among visible minority faculty in institutions of higher education.
The findings showed that respondents in their survey identified racial and ethnic bias as 
the most troubling challenge they faced in the academic workplace. There were two 
barriers in the retention of visible minority faculty: one barrier was isolation from the 
departments’ networks, that is, the isolation or alienation either within an established 
department or marginalization within an Ethnic Studies or interdisciplinary department. 
Another barrier was devaluation of their research because their research area was often 
regarded as not traditional. Turner et al. (1999) forecast that inequities for visible 
minority faculty in institutions of higher education would continue into the twenty-first 
century.
Summary
The literature on Canadian immigrants from a visible minority background 
indicated that their socio-economic status was not equal to native-born Canadians who 
were not members of a visible minority. The same pattern was true for Canadian-born 
individuals from a visible minority background. It also reviewed issues relevant to 
immigrant teachers from primary school to university. However, there was a limited
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amount o f relevant research related to the topic of the experiences of immigrant minority 
teachers in post-secondary employment.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the research design and methodology of the study. The 
purpose of this study was to explore the perceptions of six immigrant university teachers’ 
experiences in post-secondary employment. The design of this study was qualitative and 
non-emergent (Schram, 2003). With a non-emergent design, the research questions 
remain constant across the whole process (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994). Participants 
were interviewed with an interview guide (Patton, 2002).
Research Questions 
There are three questions that guided this study:
1) What are immigrant teachers’ perceptions of their experiences in post-secondary 
employment?
2) What experiences act as barriers to success for immigrant teachers in post­
secondary employment?
3) What experiences helped immigrant teachers to be successful in post-secondary 
employment?
Research Design
This study was conducted using a qualitative design. A qualitative research 
strategy was appropriate for this study because it helped to establish understanding of the 
experiences of these immigrant teachers. Bogdan and Biklen (2003) listed five 
characteristics of qualitative research:
1) Researchers collect direct source of data from actual settings;
2) The research is descriptive because data collected take the forms of words or 
pictures instead of numbers. The data include interview transcripts, field notes,
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photographs, memos, videotapes, personal and other official documents so that 
researchers are able to analyze the data with all o f their richness;
3) Researchers are concerned with process rather than simply with outcomes;
4) They do not search out data to prove or disprove any hypotheses, rather, they tend 
to analyze data inductively;
5) They focus on participant perceptions because they are interested in how different 
people make sense of their lives.
Bogdan and Biklen (2003) compared a qualitative educational researcher to a 
loosely scheduled traveler as “qualitative researchers proceed as if they know very little 
about the people and places they will visit” (p. 49).
Borg, Gall, and Gall (1993) described qualitative research as being predicated on 
the assumption that each individual, each culture, and each setting was unique. They 
explained that qualitative research “typically yields verbal descriptions, largely derived 
from interview and observational notes. These notes are analyzed for themes and patterns, 
which are described and illustrated with examples, including quotations and excerpts 
from documents...” (p. 199).
The data collection for this study took the form of interviews, the researcher also 
maintained a journal and field notes throughout the data collection and analysis phases of 
the study.
Since this study intended to explore the participants’ individual perceptions on 
their experiences of teaching in post-secondary education fields, the qualitative design 
enabled them to express their personal meanings and ideas in their responses to the 
standardized open-ended interview guide.
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The design for this study was non-emergent. Maykut and Morehouse (1994) 
distinguished between emergent and non-emergent design: with an emergent design, data 
are collected, analyzed and questions are developed which broaden and/or narrow the 
researcher’s focus; with a non-emergent design, the research questions remain constant 
across the whole process.
Patton (2002) described three approaches to qualitative interviewing: the informal 
conversational interview, the interview guide, and the standardized open-ended interview. 
These three approaches differ in the extent to which interview questions are determined 
and standardized before the interview occurs. Each of them has strengths and weaknesses.
The informal conversational interview is called “unstructured interviewing” 
(Patton, 2002, p. 342), because it relies on the spontaneous generation of questions in the 
natural flow of an interaction. Individuals may not even realize that they are being 
interviewed. The second approach, the interview guide, lists an outline of questions that 
are to be explored before the interview but the interviewer is free to probe and ask 
questions. The third approach, the standardized open-ended interview, consists of a set of 
questions carefully worded and sequenced so that variations in the questions are 
minimized. The interview guide approach was used in this study because “the guide helps 
make interviewing a number of different people more systematic and comprehensive by 
delimiting in advance the issues to be explored” (Patton, 2002, p. 343).
In this study, each participant was interviewed individually with the use of an 
interview guide (Appendix A), but the interviewer remained free to build a conversation 
within a particular subject area, to word questions spontaneously, and to establish a 
conversational style but with the focus on a particular subject that was predetermined
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(Patton, 2002). Interviews were audio taped and last approximately thirty to sixty minutes. 
The guide appears in Appendix A. In this study, it should also be noted that English was a 
second language for both participants and the interviewer.
 2  	 	   
The site for this study is a small comprehensive Canadian university offering a 
range of programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels. The university has 
approximately 6,200 students and 1,600 faculty and staff, offering a broad range of 
degree and diploma programs within seven faculties: Business Administration,
Education, Engineering, Forestry and the Forest Environment, Science and the 
Environmental Studies, Social Sciences and Humanities, and Professional Studies.
The university has established anti-racism and ethnocultural equity policies, 
which apply to faculty members, staff, and students. The policy is reproduced in 
Appendix B.
 2   )  
A representative sample of six faculty members was selected to participate in this 
study, because they represented a number of different nationalities from a pool of 
prospective interviewees. The criterion for selecting the respondents was that they were 
immigrants from other countries and employed as full time teachers in the university. 
Qualitative inquiry typically focused in depth on small samples selected purposefully 
(Patton, 2002, p. 230). Patton (2002) explained the term  )   )            )     as 
“information-rich cases ... from which one can learn a great deal about issues of central 
importance to the purpose of the inquiry” (p. 230).
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The sample consisted of six immigrant university teachers and the majority of 
these participants were from Asian countries. Patton (2002) noted that there were no rules 
for sample size in qualitative research. “Sample size depends on what you want to know, 
the purpose of the inquiry, what’s at stake, what will be useful, what will have credibility, 
and what can be done with available time and resources” (Patton, 2002, p. 244). The 
author selected three males and three females to be interviewed.
         
The author began to review relevant literature readings and write a proposal for 
this study in September 2003. After the proposal was approved, the author finished the 
interviews in April 2004. Taking theoretical and methodological notes, data analysis 




The researcher looked for possible faculty members through the university 
calendar and asked about their willingness to participate in the study. After they were 
informed of the purpose of the study and if they were willing to be interviewed, the 
researcher gave them a consent form (Appendix C). If they wished to participate they 
were required to sign the consent form. The researcher also stressed the importance of 
their participation and how much the researcher appreciated it.
 6  	          	   
Data were collected using an interview guide. The guide can be found in 
Appendix A. The interviews were audio-recorded. Participants were asked permission for
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the interviews to be audio taped at the beginning of the interview. The interviews were 
approximately thirty to sixty minutes in length. The researcher transcribed the tapes after 
interviews. If necessary, some notes were taken in the process of each interview.
Following each interview, theoretical and methodological notes were taken. A 
research log was kept to document the research process while the investigation was 
ongoing.
 6  	           
Data were analyzed inductively. The constant-comparative approach (Bogdan & 
Biklen, 1998) was used to analyze the data. This strategy involves taking one piece of 
data (one interview, one statement, one theme) and comparing it with all others that may 
be similar or different in order to develop conceptualizations of the possible relations 
between various pieces of data (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998). Data analysis started with 
coding transcribed interviews. The author analyzed the data looking for recurring patterns. 
Recurring items were coded. Initial data analysis was concurrent with data collection. 
Coding in qualitative research is an ongoing process (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998). The data 
were coded as they were collected and codes were assigned to categories and clustered 
around themes.
Here is an example that shows how the data were analyzed and then coded, and it
comes from the response of Mary when she was interviewed:
They still try to help but because of the culture of the university in the sense that 
they didn’t start as a research university, they started as a teaching institution. So 
like my research is not where I thought I would be at when I first started, and at 
least I would have written x number [of] papers, (p. 10)
This response was coded as “support from the administrator” because what she 
said has indicated that faculty members didn’t obtain much help from the upper level
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administrators. Data with this code as “support from the administrator” were then put into 
one category of “support within institution” which also included data that discussed 
support that faculty members get from their colleagues and students.
Data analysis involved the following steps:
1) The interviews were transcribed verbatim from the taped interviews;
2) Copies of the data sets were made and then read by the researcher;
3) Note codes were made in margins on the copies and the coded data were then 
categorized;
4) Meanings were then examined from the coding process and themes emerged 
based on how the codes connect and relate to one another;
5) Lastly, themes were identified.
Note: This was not a rigid step by step process but rather a guideline that involved 
looping back several times to adjust themes or coding based on researchers insights into 
the data.
“ATLAS.ti”, a software program for qualitative data analysis, was used in the 
process of data analysis. After interviews were completely done and some preliminary 
codes had emerged, all the interview transcripts and preliminary codes were input into the 
ATLAS, ti program. During the process of further coding, the preliminary codes were 
modified again and again, until certain possible categories emerged from different groups 
of codes. The categories were also input into ATLAS, ti program. Codes were assigned to 
categories, categories were clustered around themes, and themes corresponded with the 
guiding research question. Table 1 indicates how the categories and themes emerged from 
the process of data analysis in this study; some examples are provided in the table.
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Ethical Considerations
The university’s guidelines for research involving human subjects, administered 
by the Senate Research Ethics Board, were adhered to. The Board requires that informed 
consent be obtained from all research subjects. The researcher explained relevant ethics 
considerations to all participants. Approval for the research being proposed was sought 
from the university’s Senate Research Ethics Board. All participants were informed that 
the ethical procedures guiding the research were consistent with the ethics guidelines in 
  	                                                              ' .   	   A covering letter 
explaining the relevant ethical issues was given to each interviewee and discussed with 
them. Each interviewee signed a form giving their informed consent for participation.
The letter of informed consent included the following:
Voluntary participation. All participants were informed that their participation 
was on a voluntary basis and that they could withdraw from the study at any time.
Confidentiality and anonymity. Participants were informed that anonymity and 
confidentiality was guaranteed by the use of pseudonyms.
Risks. There were no risks to the participants involved in this study.
Storage o f data. All participants were informed that the data was stored securely 
at the university for seven years.
Dissemination o f research findings. All participants were informed that once the 
thesis has been defended and accepted, the research findings were available in the Faculty 
of Education Library at the university.














members’ experiences in 
employment
Isolation Do they invite me in even if it is in my area? NO. They are very selfish to keep it to 
themselves. They protect it. It’s like finding a gold mine. They find a gold mine; they 
don’t share. Me, if I find a gold mine, “hey, everybody come here and look, I find a gold 
mine. Let’s all dig in!” (Jane, p. 43)
Independence you are supposed to be on your own. (Mike, p. 19)
I don’t really need support from someone else and I ’m quite independent. As a professor
Immigrant faculty 




I think Chinese cultural experience probably helped me in great detail in academic 
excellence and hard working, in honest, no shortcut road. That probably helped me the 
best in terms of academic achievement or success. (Mike, p. 18)
Cultural issues For our culture, it’s like you need an entrance exam to get into a good primary school, 
another entrance exam to get into a good junior high, and one more to get into a senior 
high. It’s like exam after exam. That’s become just a fact of life. Here, sometimes my 
feeling is that you ask them to do one more assignment, they resent. (Mary, p. 6)
Language as a barrier I ’m still learning like how to compose and put something into reasonable form. (Simon, p. 
67)
Stereotyping I think students have stereotype, for example they say all Chinese professors are tough, or 
you know that kind of stereotype. They have their own and probably we have our own. 
(Mary, p. 5)
Racism “Go home” is a little bit too resentful because it has the racial discrimination. (Mary, p. 5)
Gender prejudice If  you are a woman, you automatically get tenure and promotion. You don’t have to work 
for it. (Jane, p. 30)
Support within 
institution




Expectation to adapt 
culturally
Nothing is perfect. Know how to balance things, know what to keep and know what to 
throw away. Know the things that are going to help you, do not pile up things that are not 
going to help you. (Jane, p. 45)
Table 1: Categories and themes
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CHAPTER 4: RESEARCH FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION
This chapter addresses the analysis and interpretation o f the qualitative data.
Based on the data analysis, three themes appeared: (a) immigrant faculty members’ 
experiences in post-secondary employment; (b) immigrant faculty members’ perceptions 
of their experiences; and (c) immigrant faculty members’ expectations and suggestions. 
These findings provide answers for the three research questions posed in Chapter One.
There are three sections in this chapter. The first section provides profiles of the 
six participants, the second section presents the research findings of the study, and the 
third section discusses the interpretation of the research findings.
Participant Profiles
 ,   
Mary is a female associate professor. She came from China to Canada to further 
her education. After getting her bachelor’s degree and master degree in China, she felt 
exhausted from seven years of hard work. As a result, she decided to take a break from 
being a student. Being attracted by the outside world, she decided to apply to Canadian 
universities and was offered the chance to take her Ph.D. in Canada. After finishing the 
Ph.D. program, she got a job offer from her present employer in the early 1990s. When 
she first came to the faculty, she was the only female professor in her academic unit and 
she had been the only one for 10 years. She is also a single parent. The rest of her family 
lives in China.
 ,  7 
Mike is a male assistant professor who started at the university in 2003. He 
graduated in China with a bachelor’s degree and a master’s degree and also worked for
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the Chinese government for seven and a half years. He came to Canada to get his Ph.D. 
because he knew that Canada had very good educational system. After graduation, he 
applied to become a permanent resident. Before he came to work in this university, he 
worked for the Ontario government for about 5 years. Because he likes the academic 
environment, where he could focus on research and teaching, he applied for a position at 
the university. He is an assistant professor and, in addition to research and teaching, he 
also participates in supervising undergraduate and graduate students. He is married and 
has two sons; his family is settled here with him.
 8   
Jane is a female faculty member from Malaysia who came to Canada after she 
finished high school there. She chose to study abroad because it was very racist in her 
home country. In Malaysia, the main population was made up of Chinese and Malays. 
There was a quota system for the Chinese and preference was given to the Malays. Her 
grandparents were immigrants from China. She did not like the Malaysian system, so she 
came to Canada, which she thought to be a place of freedom and a place where her skin 
color would not be considered. After she finished her Ph.D. program, she applied for 
several universities both in the U.S. and Canada, but the university where she works now 
was the first one that gave her an offer. Her supervisor advised her to accept the offer and 
she followed. She started working in this university in 1992 and now she is a full 
professor. There were few visible minority members in her faculty and she had been the 
only female faculty member for over 10 years. She does not have family here and is not 
married.
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 1  '   	
Robert is a male faculty member from Iraq. He came to Canada in 1977 as a 
landed immigrant from England, where he had studied for his graduate degree. He 
decided to come to Canada rather than return to Iraq because of the political situation 
there. After he got his Ph.D. he applied for jobs in a number of universities. He had 
experience working in several other universities before he started working at this 
university in 1991. He started as an associate professor and was later promoted to the 
rank of full professor. He has no family with him.
 2    
Simon is a male faculty member from Hong Kong and came to Canada to study 
after he finished high school in Hong Kong. The reason for coming to Canada was that 
there were too many people in Hong Kong and too much competition there. It was not 
easy to get into universities and the UK, Canada and Australia were popular locations that 
people from Hong Kong went to at that time. So he decided to come to Canada. After he 
finished his doctoral program, he received a job offer from this university in the late 
1970s and he was the first visible minority member employed in his faculty. Now he is a 
full professor and also holds an administrative position in his faculty. He is married with 
grown children.
 3  '
Bob is a male faculty member from India. He came to Canada because of new 
possibilities and new adventures here. He liked the quiet environment in the town so he 
accepted the offer and worked in this university from the early 1980s. Now he is a
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professor. His family is here with him. He was not a talkative person, so that he did not 
provide much information about himself.
Research Findings
This chapter presents readers the three themes extracted from the analysis of the 
qualitative data. The three themes are: immigrant faculty members’ experiences in post­
secondary employment; immigrant faculty members’ perceptions of their experiences; 
and immigrant faculty members’ expectations and suggestions.
         	          	       '     9   : )                 )       	
The first theme concerns immigrant faculty members’ experiences in post­
secondary employment from three points of view: (1) academic environment, (2) 
academic activities, and (3) social life.
 5            #        	  The six participants worked in different faculties and 
found that there were not many visible minorities in any of these faculties. When talking 
about the first few years when she came, Mary recalled:
When I first started, there were only two visible minorities, myself included, 
among the thirty faculty members. Eight months after I arrived, the other faculty 
member left. So I was the only one for some time. (p. 2)
The faculties that Mike and Robert worked in, too, employed only three members of
visible minorities. Jane said that there were another visible minority professor in her
faculty, but since the person was Jewish, she felt that he was not as visible as she was (p.
24).
Simon didn’t think the same as the other five participants. Simon was the first 
visible minority member who was hired in his faculty, but he found that there were more
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and more faculty members from different cultural backgrounds coming in and the faculty 
was multicultural:
In our faculty we have lots of visible minorities. If I were to count, we have 6 
Chinese professors, and actually it is very multicultural. I ’m very senior here.
Most of them came after me. We have very different background in my career and 
faculty. You see people from different countries, (p. 59)
The two female participants, Mary and Jane, added more comments as they felt
that the number of female faculty members was really small. Both of them were the first
female members that were hired in their faculties and had been the only female member
for quite a long time. “I was the only female in the faculty for about five to eight years”
(Mary, p. 2). “Probably two or three years back, we had a second female in the faculty,
and last year, 2003, we hired two other female faculty members, so I ’m not the only one.
But at least for long run, I was” (Mary, p. 11). Jane’s situation was similar to Mary’s. She
had been the only female member in the faculty for about ten years till the last two years
when the faculty hired another female.
All participants mentioned little about interaction with the university
administrators because they seldom had the chance to talk with administrators face to
face:
I don’t think I have good communications with the administrators because I don’t 
communicate with them at all. As new faculty members, we tend to be swamped 
in all the teaching stuff, writing proposals in first years and second year, and there 
is no time for communication. If the administrators don’t come out and reach us, 
there would never be communications. (Mike, p. 21)
I think they have so many annual reports from faculty members coming in all the 
time. It’s going to be a miracle for them to sit down and read every line that we do. 
(Jane, p. 26)
The administration, generally don’t have direct involvement other than when time 
comes for funding or allocation, (p. 69)
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When asked about academic interactions with other faculty members, all the six
participants did not think that they were isolated from other colleagues. For instance, Bob
and Mike believed that they interacted with all faculty members very well and they
thought everyone was quite open:
If I need someone to proof and read my proposals I can go to almost anybody in 
the faculty. If  I need some assistance for teaching I have my TA and all the stuff 
are available. That’s quite good environment. (Mike, p. 19)
Mary found that when she discussed with her faculty colleagues in terms of teaching,
they communicated well and could share experiences with other.
Simon made positive comments on his academic interaction with other faculty
members, too. But he pointed out that there were always individuals that one could not
get along with. He acknowledged that there were some people in the faculty whom he
interacted with on a very cordial professional basis. Robert agreed with Simon’s opinion
when he said, “I’m neutral. I learn I have to be neutral” (p. 48).
However, most of the participants found that it was not easy for faculty members
to understand each other’s work because of their different academic backgrounds;
therefore, they focused on their own work:
In terms of research, we all have our own area. Sometimes we talk about what I 
do and what he or she does. But I don’t think I understand their area that much. 
Probably I’d also say that they might not understand my work. (Mary, p. 2)
One of the projects that I am doing is finally written with an agency in the 
community, but I found it quite difficult because they don’t understand what 
research is and so their contribution is very minimal, and I end up doing a lot of 
work and find almost I was in 99% of the work. (Jane, p. 28)
I don’t really need support from someone else and I ’m quite independent. As a 
professor you are supposed to be on your own. (Mike, p. 19)
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Robert was also very positive that he did not need support from anybody except some 
people with whom he had common mutual interests.
Jane remembered that in the past there used to be a very good working 
environment, but later on with new faculty members hired in, they preferred to work 
alone:
Since 2000 and 2001, there has been new faculty coming on board and those 
faculties, I believe, have a very different idea about how our department should be 
and their fate in the department. So as a result of that, before 2000 everybody was 
very cooperative; after 2000, it has become a more of dog-eat-dog world, every 
man for himself, every woman for herself, (p. 24)
Simon also noticed that some faculty members, especially the younger ones, 
would rather work independently than collaborate with others. He expressed some 
opposite opinions:
If  you are not outgoing and not willing to share, then you will be a loner and find 
that you will be isolated. I don’t think it is healthy professionally, I know some 
people are like that. They like to work alone, and they can’t stand to be in a crowd. 
It’s not going to work professionally, (p. 68)
Relationships with students were also an important component of the academic 
environment. Since the participants were from other cultural background and knew little 
about Canadian students when they first arrived, several participants encountered some 
problems in dealing with students during the beginning years of their teaching careers. 
Mary recalled that she received very poor evaluations from students in her first year of 
teaching:
I did experience some kind of resentment from first-year students in the sense that 
the subject was difficult. I didn’t understand their background well and their 
academic background well enough to know that ... For students’ evaluation, I 
actually had comment like “can’t understand a word from her”, “go home”, (p. 5)
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However, her relationships with students have improved greatly. Her students would
always come to ask questions or have a chat, but she still found that she did not have as
much time as she would have liked to communicate with students because she was a
single parent and there were significant demands on her time.
The other five participants had generally positive comments on their relationships
with students. Robert encouraged students to communicate with him by e-mail; after each
class he would continue discussions with students through e-mails. “Each week I teach
them, then they send me e-mails and I reply to them” (p. 56). Jane was known to be very
helpful by her students, and there were always many students coming and asking her to
be their undergraduate thesis supervisor. She stated that she turned away at least 12
students this year because she had already many thesis students. Her generosity attracted
many students to her:
I also get students who when they come in they sit down and talk to me. You 
know, they make some sentiments about the department that I share with, and that 
validates my point of view. But I do not tell them my problem because I don’t 
think it appropriate. But when they come to me I try to help them. (p. 40)
 5            	  #  	     All the participants described their academic workload as
very busy and heavy. Their academic activities included teaching, supervising, committee
work, research work; and one of them was also in charge of the academic unit’s
administration. Mary talked about her academic workload as below:
My workload is actually typical in the faculty of [...]. Every semester we teach 
two half courses plus a degree project. And on top o f that we are expected to 
contribute to our community work, and committee work as well. We’ve got to do 
our research in summer time and even during term time. (p. 3)
Robert taught different courses to both undergraduates and graduate students:
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I come here and teach all of them, J/I and I/S, J/I “Junior-intermediate”, I/S 
“intermediate-senior” future teachers. Also in [the] graduate program, I teach 
them a course.
Taking thesis students was another part of workload. Bob participated in supervising both
undergraduate and graduate students. Jane took over 10 students:
My workload, on paper that the Dean gives to me is no different workload from 
the other people get. But the reason that I work so much is because I have a lot o f 
thesis students. You can see my thesis students that range from the honors, 
masters and PhDs. (p. 25)
Besides the regular academic workload that all faculty members were assigned, Jane also
voluntarily did clinical supervision:
I also do clinical supervision, which is not part o f my workload but I do it 
voluntarily because our students need training. And I feel that it is my duty to 
train them. I don’t get pay for it. The Dean does not recognize me doing that. I do 
it because the students need it. (p. 25)
Simon did not do much research during the period of the study because he was
planning to retire in the coming year. He was the only person among the six participants
who did administrative work in the faculty:
In terms of administration, I spend a lot of time on counseling students, doing 
admission, doing a lot of administration work, and also teaching students’ project 
on the undergraduate level, (p. 60)
With so much work to do, all the six participants felt that they had very busy 
academic lives and long work days. They kept working on weekends or at home in 
evenings:
Typically I get up early, I stay in the office till 4 o ’clock in the afternoon. And I 
always do my work even in the evening, because you know nowadays we get 
internet connection, we can get reply via email. (Mary, p. 4)
Normally I would come to office at 7 o’clock or 6:30 in the morning to start my 
day ... I would go home normally around 4:30 or 5. So my day normally is about 
10 hours ... I do some readings or exam markings at home. I spend most time
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pretty much in the office basically, even Saturdays and Sundays I am in the office 
in the morning. (Mike, p. 16-17)
Robert said that he never stopped thinking when he went to sleep. As well, Jane described
her busy work:
I would say that I work in the morning, all through the day. I work in the evening. 
When I go home I still work, sometimes I work till about, like last night I worked 
till about 2:30 in the morning, and I woke up at 7:30 this morning. I work on 
Saturdays and Sundays, (p. 25)
Simon, although not involved in research, was very busy:
Usually I have long day. I come here at 8 o’clock, and sometimes I don’t go home 
till 5 or 5:30. I ’m always busy. Right now, particularly because o f the electronic 
age, there are a lot of emails I have to respond on a daily basis. So my day is quite 
full. (p. 61)
 2            Because of heavy workloads and full academic schedules, some of the
participants found that they did not have much private time at home. Mary stated that she
had to run the whole house, look after her son and also her job, so there was little time
left for her to look after herself. She stated:
I have actually quite a few good friends here. I am not the party type. Although I 
get invitations, I don’t show up that often. But in terms of family matters in 
particular, kids education that kind of topic, I have several faculty members that 
I’d basically talk to at anytime.
Jane was single, but she still had little time to look after herself. She noted:
I don’t even have the time to go to the gym and work out. Sometimes I don’t even 
have time to eat. Sometimes I forget to have lunch. If  I haven’t dinner by the time 
I get home like at 11 o’clock, I have some dinner and then I continue on working, 
(p. 47)
In contrast to the two female participants, the four male participants were not 
overwhelmed by academic work. Their responding indicated that they had a better 
balance between academic work and social life than the female participants did.
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Mike noted that he always went to play sports with friends. He was in the habit of going
to the gym. “Late afternoon normally I go to a gym to play basketball or badminton
whatever is available there” (p. 16). Bob and Robert, sometimes, went out for get-
togethers with friends:
I go for a club of get-together and dance twice a week, Tuesday and Thursday 
nights, and I go for two and a half to three hours, from 7:30 to 10:30, as reach out 
to society, and good for my health. (Robert, p. 49)
Simon, in supplementary, mentioned that he did a lot of traveling now.
The first theme presented a vivid description of immigrant faculty members’ work
and life experiences in a Canadian university. All six participants worked very hard in
their academic field and experienced difficulties from different aspects. The second
theme, immigrant faculty members’ perceptions of their experiences, is discussed as
follows.
         	         	        '    9  )     ) 	            : )        
Participants identified both: (1) positive factors that helped them in their teaching 
career; and (2) negative factors that hindered them in their career.
     	  #      	     All six participants identified three positive factors: (a) personal 
characteristics rooted in their cultural backgrounds; (b) support from others in the 
university environment as well as family members; and (c) academic achievements.
These factors helped them to overcome obstacles in their academic careers, prove 
themselves as qualified and confident faculty members, and achieve success in 
employment in a foreign country.
All six participants indicated that traditional cultural values were significant 
factors in their careers. Dedication was mentioned frequently by most of the participants.
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Bob believed that people from Asian cultural backgrounds tended to work harder and
they were more focused than Canadians, and he noted that many employers were hoping
to see that work ethic. Mike said:
I think Chinese cultural experience probably helped me in great detail in academic 
excellence and hard working, in honest, no shortcut road. That probably helped 
me the best in terms of academic achievement or success, (p. 18)
Jane said:
We are intelligent, we are good people, and we are very dedicated and loyal. If I 
weren't dedicated and loyal, I would not be working into the nights and working 
on weekends! I ’ve spent Saturdays and Sundays, whole days for students in my 
office because they need to get their theses done. We are capable of being very 
dedicated and we are good resource. And I think the university needs to know that, 
(p. 41)
Simon agreed with them:
I would have to say that the Asian people generally, I am sure you know, have 
very good work ethics. We are very hard working people. I don’t know where it comes 
from. I guess it’s because of our population in Asia. There are so many of us to compete. 
So that means that from that early age, we really have developed very good ethics. If you 
don’t work hard, there will be other people to replace you. (p. 64)
Besides that, modesty was also regarded as a very positive traditional cultural
value. Participants considered modesty to mean that people show respect to others, and
show self-restraint in front of others. Jane thought that Asian people were collectivistic
because they looked after others first before themselves. For instance, she would restrain
herself when she thought that somebody might not like what she wanted to say. “Having
thick skin, being an Asian and a female, I don’t say anything that is not respectful to the
other person” (p. 38). She also thought that Asian people seldom blow their own horns,
and being an Asian she had never been told to fight. Instead, she was told to be gracious.
Mary also thought herself to be very modest:
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I don’t know whether it’s the oriental culture or the Chinese culture, I am a 
modest person. I just never think of myself higher ... I don’t feel like I have to be 
the guy o f big shot. The Chinese culture encourages honesty, and we could say 
that’s a part of influence, (p. 7)
Bob thought that modesty was a virtue for him:
After all, no matter how good you are there is always someone better than you. If 
you do something well, take quiet pride in your own work but don’t walk around 
the department telling the students how wonderful you are, showing people your 
latest publications, and then demanding, demanding that you need to have your 
way for your own research interest. That’s been done here. I don’t like that. So 
that’ modesty, (p. 75)
Intelligence was another characteristic that Robert mentioned. He was very proud 
of the great contributions that his culture had made to mankind. He attributed a great part 
of his academic performance and outcomes to the wisdom he got from his cultural 
background:
My culture background has much to do with me. I ’m a product of that. My culture 
is rich in laws, mathematics and science. In the Babylonia and Sumerian times, 
where the first writing ever known to human race was invented in Babylon. The 
first law ever existed is known and invented in Babylon 1500 years B.C. And the 
writing, obviously, is invented in Babylon, and before Babylon, the Sumerian, 
they used what we called “cuneiforms”, like triangle shapes, characters, 
cuneiforms ... this is a base for me. I am from the area where most people are my 
people, my ancestors, and I ’m proud to be one of them. (p. 51)
The second positive factor that participants indicated was the support that they
received in their academic career, including university administrators, other faculty
members, and students they taught, and from their families.
All six participants indicated that they had little communication with university
administrators. However, some of them still pointed out that the upper level
administrators gave positive support to them in case of preventing racism from the
university and seeing that all faculty members were treated fairly. Jane noted that the
Human Rights Commission was very strong, so that no one in the university could be
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overtly racist. Robert stressed that the administrators were fair and he did not believe 
there was any bias from administrators towards faculty members who were from other 
cultural backgrounds. Jane, again, pointed, “There are no barriers from institution I think 
for regards to me as an Asian immigrant. I think they’ve been very careful about not 
seeing the color” (p. 29). Mary did not think either that the administrators compared 
visible minority faculty members to white Canadian faculty members. She felt that they 
saw all teachers from different cultural backgrounds as regular faculty members. She 
explained:
For administrators, sometimes they try to look at things as us versus them, “them” 
in the sense of faculty, not “them” in the sense of faculty from certain region of 
the world ... They don’t put us like white versus black, Asian versus American.
To them, it’s like “us” versus “them”. They don’t care you are white, black, or 
what color, (p. 13)
Bob found that the administrators supported him in many ways. “They recognize
my talent and my achievement” (p. 75). Simon’s comments corresponded to Bob’s when
he said that the administrators at the university were actually trying to please everybody
at the same. According to his description, the university did a lot of work to help the
faculty survive and thrive:
We have to satisfy the requirement to get accreditation. The university 
understands that, and if they want this professional faculty, then they would better 
make sure to provide whatever we need to have a quality program that meet the 
national standards. In order to have that, we need to receive good administration 
support from the university. Although sometimes it’s very tough, we generally get 
what we need. (p. 69)
All six participants were grateful to supports from other faculty colleagues. They 
were encouraged by the trust and help from other faculty members. Bob, Mike and 
Robert all made positive comments, such as “People are just quite supportive” (Bob, p. 
83), “I was lucky to have all my colleagues and they were very important to me” (Robert,
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54), and so on. Mary said that the other faculty members did not help her in a very direct
way unless she asked for, but she thought that they helped her more on the fact that they
did not question her ability to get the job done. She recalled one of her past experience:
Actually the first year my teaching evaluation for one particular part was low, 
they still supported me. They didn’t question me because of my background, 
because of this and that then I couldn’t do the job. They didn’t think that way. So 
it’s that I guess I get confidence, (p. 9)
Jane appreciated the emotional support she got from her faculty colleagues. She found in
her working area, there were people who were good listeners because o f their
professional academic training. She could go to talk to those people and they would be
understanding and helpful. She said:
I get supports from those people. I get supports when I go to talk to them and they 
give me the thoughts. I get support when I tell them I want something done, and 
what do they think they are going to help me, like instrumental support, sharing 
books, getting information. When I feel that I ’m very distressed by something 
does happen in the department, and then I go and tell them and they really check 
and talk to me. That’s an emotional support, (p. 40)
She even considered that the reason that she could be able to survive in the department,
being the only female for many years, was because she had the support of a small group
of people who were supportive of their colleagues.
Another support in the working area was from the students the participants taught.
All of them mentioned that students’ understanding was a great support to them. Jane said:
The students are very supportive when they understand that maybe I cannot get 
the theses done in 24 hours and they say, “we understand”, (p. 40)
Mary, who received some complaints and negative comments from students in the
beginning years, talked about the great importance of the fact that now students could
understand her better and she did not receive complaints as before. She felt that with the
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students complaining less and being more understanding, her situation was getting much 
better:
They do understand that some people are from different culture, they just look in a 
different way, and sometimes they want to know how are things in oriental culture. 
They are not that narrow-minded either, (p. 7)
After a couple of years, they generally would say, “she wasn’t born and raised 
here, but most of the time you would understand what she is saying...” They 
would say things like that. (p. 8)
Being remembered by students after their graduation was regarded as a great
support too. Robert described that when he read sentences from students’ e-mails that
told him that they learned a lot from him and they would not forget him, he felt it was an
encouragement to him to continue. Mary was very pleased when some students who had
graduated dropped by and said hello to her. She noted, “they may not fully appreciate
what I am doing, but a couple of years down their roads they will. That probably will
keep me going for some time” (p. 10). Simon thought it would be the best support if
students could still recognize him after they graduated:
I think the best support that I get as a professor are those graduates, after they 
leave the university, the work here and there, all over, and because of my 
professional involvement, very often I bump into them in the airports, they say, 
“Dr. Simon, I know you! I am your student.” That’s by far the most satisfying that 
our students and our graduates are eventually becoming very successful in their 
careers, (p. 71-72)
Some faculty members mentioned that student assistance was also helpful to them.
Bob said that his teaching assistant was available when he needed some assistance for
teaching. Jane said that she received practical support from her teaching assistants:
I have teaching assistants and they help me a lot in my teaching duties in talking 
to students, going through exams, Xeroxing, helping me with course development. 
That’s the way they help me. (p. 40)
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Family support was also considered to be of great importance in their teaching
career. Mary indicated that family provided much moral support for her. Simon, as well,
thought that he gained much moral support from his family:
That’s a direct help in a sense, I think. You could say that it is an emotional need. 
But in terms of professional help, if I have a happy family life, then I ’m happy 
with professional area. So they are sort of related, (p. 68)
Achievement was considered to be another positive factor in helping them in their
teaching career. All six participants realized that they gained more respect and confidence
from professional achievements such as scholarly publications. Robert remembered that
when he was unemployed many years ago it was his activity in academia that helped him
to get this job offer:
I applied to too many places, till I had offers from two universities at the same 
time, because I kept publishing, I kept writing, and I kept doing research. They 
looked at what I was doing and said, “this guy is not dead, although he is out of 
[the] profession. He is very active.” To the point, they assigned me here as an 
associate professor right away. (p. 52)
He also believed that his research publications were the reason that the university gave
him associate professor right away instead of initially hiring him as an assistant professor
and then requiring him to apply for promotion to the rank of associate professor.
Simon, too, indicated that if faculty members demonstrated their abilities through
scholarly publication, they would generally be respected. As a faculty administrator, he
believed that research ability was the main focus when administrators want to hire new
faculty members:
When we look at applications for new positions we don’t even consider the 
background of the individual and we only concern about their academic 
qualifications, teaching abilities, research abilities, and personal skills, (p. 60)
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Improvement in English speaking was another achievement that the participants
benefited from. All the participants agreed that good communication with others
depended on not only personalities and behaviors, but on their ability in English. Simon
did not have many language problems because he had worked hard at learning English
and had acquired a good command of English. Knowing the benefit of good language
skills, he never stopped learning. “I ’m still learning like how to compose and put
something into reasonable form” (p. 67). Bob had the same feeling as Simon. He
described how hard he studied the language:
I know it should not be a barrier for me, so I worked very hard to learn. I made a 
lot of funny ideas, collecting words, remembering ten words per day from the 
newspaper and documents, and make collection. That’s how I made i t ... so I 
really do well in language and feel comfortable when communicating with people.
(p. 82)
 ;    	  #      	     From the participants’ responses, a number of barriers were 
obvious in different aspect of the participants’ careers. Participants discussed negative 
factors: cultural shock, sexism, racism, lack of support, and language difficulties.
As mentioned before, all six participants valued their own cultural background 
highly and they were influenced positively by it. However, three participants, Mary, Jane 
and Robert, mentioned that they encountered awkward situations caused by cultural 
differences.
Mary pointed out that she had little knowledge about Canadian students when she
first started her university career. When she brought her Asian teaching style to Canadian
students, the students complained. She said:
For our culture, it’s like you need an entrance exam to get into a good primary 
school, another entrance exam to get into a good junior high, and one more to get 
into a senior high. It’s like exam after exam. That’s become just a fact of life.
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Here, sometimes my feeling is that you ask them to do one more assignment, they 
resent, (p. 6)
I think students have stereotype, for example they say all Chinese professors are 
tough, or you know that kind of stereotype. They have their own and probably we 
have our own. (p. 5)
Jane had also similar experiences with her Canadian students. She saw Canadian students
as motivated and independent, but the bad side was that they argued with her. She stated:
I have a big problem with attitude problems with some students that I have taught. 
I find some of them to be very disrespectful. In our Asian culture, you respect 
your professors. Here they come in, they push you and they question your 
judgment, they want more marks, they argue with you, they even tell you your 
answer is wrong. And they come and tell me how I should teach and what I 
should teach because what I teach is too hard, I should make education accessible 
to everyone and make sure everybody passes. And I also find that they don’t work 
hard and because they don’t work hard I end up working hard for them. (p. 35)
Jane thought that Asian people were very thoughtful and considerate to others, but
in Canada people would not understand that. Too much consideration on her part only
resulted in less effective communication with others. People here would not reciprocate.
She recalled that in the past when she had been more deferential and accommodating
only to find that people would not consider her as much. There was no reciprocity. In the
North American culture people did not have to do that.
Robert shared some similar feelings about cultural conflicts he encountered. He
described the following:
I passed through this more than once, but I try to avoid it. I don’t want to fight to 
the bitter end of it. I accept it as a part of our life here. You know in academia, 
you have people who are very fair and there are many people who would not look 
fairly on you as a person unrelated to your background and your culture. 
Unfortunately, there are some signs. I ’m not accusing anybody. I feel like that, 
maybe I ’m wrong, but it happens. So I don’t blame on anybody. Sometimes, I was 
feeling that I was fighting 360 degrees around me. (p. 52)
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Sexism and racism seemed to be controversial topics among all six participants. 
Participants did not report much in the way of racial tensions in the university. 
Government and university policies concerning human right meant that participants did 
not experience any racial attacks in public. However some of them still sensed racism 
underneath:
For students’ evaluation, I actually had comments like “can’t understand a word 
from her”, “go home.” “Go home” is a little bit too resentful because it has the 
racial discrimination. (Mary, p. 5)
You are from different culture, different values, different way of life, different 
languages, and you look differently. Although I look like Italian, I don’t deny that 
there are some sort of ... at least you are labeled as visible minority anyway. That 
labeling itself is not normal. (Robert, p. 50)
To the best of my understanding, there is no racial tension anywhere here. But on 
the other hand, there may be individually something hidden in the mind and you 
don’t know, but openly I don’t see any at all. (Simon, p. 60)
Sexism was a very serious problem for the two female participants, who gave a lot 
of commentary on their experiences dealing with sexism. Mary had been the only female 
member in her department for nearly 10 years, and she still remembered that in the early 
years of her employment she felt a great deal of pressure because of her sex. She 
described:
When I first came I was the only female faculty member, so it put me in a very 
special position. I felt I was the fish in the fish bowl and everyone was watching 
me. I ’d rather be just a regular person. If I failed, people would say “you see, 
women just couldn’t handle,” or things like “Chinese women couldn’t do it.” (p. 
11)
That’s why I don’t think it is fair to any individual that we say he or she is in this 
category. He or she is just another employee, that’s probably fair. (p. 12)
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Jane confirmed that there was sexism in the university and it was expressed in two
different ways. One was salary. She thought that women faculty members typically
started at a lower salary. Secondly, women were not heard when they said something.
A man can say something and people will pay attention to him. He is reinforced; 
he is rewarded what he says. As a woman, when you talk, people will politely 
listen but maybe not follow through with what you say. That is sexism, (p. 30)
Some female participants thought that people did not bother to see whether women
worked hard. They thought that women did not need to work hard but still got tenure and
promotion. Women were sometimes overlooked in certain academic situations. She gave
a hypothetical example that in a meeting if the chair wanted someone to be the head of a
committee, all the faculty members would point to males and no one would point to her.
People did not take women’s abilities seriously. They even thought that women were like
protected species. Jane remembered that when she first came to the faculty she was told,
“If you are a woman, you automatically get tenure and promotion. You don’t have to
work for it” (p. 30). Jane found that as an Asian woman faculty member, she had to fight
with double discriminations of sexism and racism.
If the racism exists, sexism is more pervasive than racism because they are very 
blatant. Human Right Commission is very strong that people cannot be racist. So 
they cannot call me a “Chink” ... They can treat me in a way that I can’t pinpoint 
“you are sexist”, but they do it in a way that I feel. I can feel the racism if it 
happens and I can feel the sexism as it happens ... Sometimes it was what you 
don’t say or what you don’t do, which are also sexism and racism, (p. 30)
Another negative factor that participants mentioned was that sometimes they felt
that they lacked support for their work from university administration, other faculty
members, and students. When they discussed the issue of limited institutional support, all
six participants agreed that the most difficult thing for them was to ask for funds to start
research, upgrade facilities, buy equipment, and so on. Bob said, “if  there is a barrier, it’s
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the funding opportunity probably” (p. 85). He also indicated that faculty members were
encouraged to seek outside funding to support research because the university didn’t have
a lot of funding to provide internal. Jane felt that the university administrators’ help was
limited, and said that she even spent her own money to buy a new computer because they
had passed down some new old computers to the faculty.
They said they had no money. But I have to do my work. I have to buy my own 
computer and guess when my computer went down they would not want to fix 
because it was not the university’s property. So I ’m responsible to take care of my 
computer, which I bought for the university to my work for the university. I have 
to pay if it gets down, which I think it is very unfair, (p. 41-42)
Mike complained as well, “the administration gave us so little money that we could not
do anything” (p. 21).
One of the participants, Mary, didn’t think that the university had helped support
her research very much and as a result her work had not turned out how she had expected.
She commented:
They still try to help but because of the culture of the university in the sense that 
they didn’t start as a research university, they started as a teaching institution. So 
like my research is not where I thought I would be at when I first started, and at 
least I would have written x numbers papers, (p. 10)
There was another reason that some participants complained about the
administrators’ limited support. The university’s decision-making was often political,
which meant that administrators would only listen to whoever got the biggest grant and
had the most publications. Jane explained that a certain percent of the money went to the
university administration when a faculty member got a grant and it was a reason that the
university administrators encouraged faculty members to go out and get funding. She had
a bad impression of it:
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Excuse me for saying this: they prostitute you. You are a prostitute in a way. If 
you want to have any pull with the administration, you have to play the political 
game. Remember it’s whoever publishes the most and brings the most money has 
the loudest voice. You bring in no money, you are even not there, and they will 
not return your phone-calls. You are nothing, (p. 44)
Some participants were also disappointed with the fact that other faculty members
were not willing to share resources or work collaboratively. In that sense, they regarded it
as a barrier. Jane, for example, discovered that people here were very individualistic. She
said that if she found any opportunities for research collaboration, she would be happy
and tell other people to join in. However, she noticed that other people did not do that if
they had possibilities for research collaborations:
Do they invite me in even if it is in my area? NO. They are very selfish to keep it 
to themselves. They protect it. It’s like finding a gold mine. They find a gold mine; 
they don’t share. Me, if I find a gold mine, “hey, everybody come here and look, I 
find a gold mine. Let’s all dig in!” (p. 43)
As well, several of the six participants said that if  they had more support from 
students their work would have been easier. Mary expressed her regret of not having a 
graduate program in her faculty because without a teaching assistant she found it difficult 
to actually get as much done as possible. Sometimes because of poor communication 
between students and faculty members, as well as lack of cultural knowledge, the 
participants found that students would misunderstand them or even refuse to do what they 
required. That wasn’t supportive at all. Jane said that she lowered her requirements for 
students tremendously due to some complaints from them that the subject was too 
difficult and there were too many assignments, but she was surprised that students still 
complained and she found herself in a dilemma.  4        was the expression she used to 
describe this dilemma.
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